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Abstract
This project involves a thorough investigation of the Google Glass platform. The project involves three
parts: identification of key platform capabilities, exploration of the developer API, and a business use-case
evaluation. In the first part, the hardware capabilities were identified, with special emphasis on those features that
separate Glass from traditional mobile platforms (i.e., smart phones). Second, the Google Development Toolkit
(GDK) was examined, again with special emphasis on the APIs specific to Glass. Finally, the project evaluates the
suitability of Google Glass compared with other mobile or wearable platforms. In summary, Glass seems to have a
place for certain niche use-cases, but doesn’t seem to offer significant advantages for a mass market.

Introduction
The technology world is in the infancy of a new technology revolution, which is looking to change the way
we use technology much like a smart phone did when the iPhone first saw the market. This revolution is the world
of wearable technology. The wearable technology revolution started from a need to get important data at a glance
without the need to pull out a device like a smartphone. The first devices to hit the wearable market were aimed at
providing that data to users living active lifestyles, for instance skiers and runners. One company that moved to fill
this need is Recon Instruments with their 2008 release of the Recon Snow device for skiers. The Recon Snow looks
like a standard pair of ski goggles, but inside of those goggles is a heads-up display showing information like speed,
vertical decent and GPS location to skiers. [1] The Recon Snow provides all the abilities a typical smartphone
provides skiers, but having that data at a glance in a sleek form factor to which skiers are accustomed is the real
importance of this device.
Several similar devices have reached the market aimed at providing important data to users of other active
lifestyles. The Nike+ was one of those devices, which looked to track data that runners needed like distance ran and
a runner’s pace. The Nike+ was released in 2006 by Nike in collaboration with Apple; the platform consisted of an
iPod, a wireless chip and Nike shoes, which accepted the wireless chip. [2] The Nike+ was able to move beyond the
market of the running enthusiast and into the market of the average consumer who was looking for a way to track
their active lifestyle in hopes of becoming healthier. This group of consumers looking to live healthier lives is what
really helped push the wearable technology market into the mainstream as products like the Fitbit Classic received
numerous awards and fanfare by its fan base. [3] The popularity of the Fitbit Classic spurred the release of other
similar devices like the Nike Fuelband and Jawbone UP. These devices allowed wearers to track the number of steps
taken daily, calories burned and even the ability to track the quality of one’s sleep.
The wearable technology market is still looking for that first product to break beyond these niche uses and
into an everyday necessity, much like smartphones. This is exactly what Google is aiming to do with their Google
Glass device. It is a device with all the features that can be found in any smartphone, but with the benefit of
providing those features on one’s face where they can be accessed quickly and effortlessly. Wearable technology
manufacturers, like Google, have an advantage that the smartphone's manufacturers never had. As Bill Wasik states;
“...smartphone manufacturers had to master the tricky art of providing dependable mobile Internet service, wearable
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manufacturers can piggyback on those innovations using simple Bluetooth or other protocols to communicate with a
smartphone and thus with the outside world.” [1]

Project Goals
The main goals of the project were to explore what can be done on the device with the features already
built into the current version of the hardware, and examine what could be done on the platform via the GDK. How
can developers control the user experience, and how can a developer use the features built into the device?
Developing on the Google Glass platform is very similar to developing on an Android device, so the main focus was
to discover the difference in developing on Glass and how the paradigm for developing on Glass is different from
any other Android device. Beyond exploring what could be done a sample use case was used to show some of these
Glass specific features and how Glass could be used to improve business processes.

Google Glass
The advancements in technology have allowed Google to include many of the same features that can be
found in a standard smartphone into a lightweight, compact device. For connectivity Glass includes 802.11b/g and
Bluetooth for tethering to a smartphone. It also includes 682 megabytes of RAM and 16 gigabytes of internal storage
for saving any photos taken with the built-in 5 megapixel camera, which also records high-definition 720p videos.
Glass uses a Texas Instruments OMAP System on a Chip 1.2 gigahertz dual-core processor which is powered by a
570 milliamp battery, which is said to give the device a full day of normal use. Figure 1 illustrates the current layout
of Glass.

Figure 1: Hardware configuration of Google Glass
The display on Glass is 640x360 pixel screen, which Google says is equivalent to that of a 25 inch high definition
screen from 25 feet away. Audio on Glass is achieved with the help of bone conduction transducer, which
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maximizes the clarity for the Glass wearer while minimizing the amount that can be heard by those around. Finally,
Glass also includes a GPS chip, a proximity sensor and ambient light sensor.

Google Glass Development Platform
Development on Glass can be performed using one of two APIs provided by Google. The first is the Mirror
API, which is a cloud-based API that allows for creating RESTful web services that will interact with Glass. The
Mirror API allows developers to create applications that install quickly and are lightweight for the Glass device as
all the code running is in the cloud. The main disadvantages of creating an application with the Mirror API are that
applications cannot run if Glass is not connected to the Internet and developers have no access to low level hardware
like the GPS chip or accelerometer. The Mirror API is great for providing user notifications and sharing of
information, but the Mirror API doesn’t give developers the full power of what the Glass device can do.
The limitations of the Mirror API can be overcome using the Glass Development Kit (GDK), which is an
add-on to the Android SDK. The first version of the GDK called the ‘GDK Sneak Peek’ was released in November
of 2013 and was followed by the release of the ‘GDK Preview’ in April of 2014. The GDK allows developers to get
immediate user responses and interactions due to applications running right on the Glass device versus the cloud.
The GDK also gives developers the ability to run applications off-line and to access low-level hardware for building
feature rich application. Developers familiar with developing on the Android platform will have little issue moving
over to the Glass platform as all the capabilities available on Android are available on Glass with the added benefits
provided by the GDK add-on.

Figure 2: Android SDK vs. GDK
The first capability provided by the GDK is that of the Glass cards which are inserted into the Glass
timeline, displayed in Figure 3. Users will use the touchpad to scroll through their timeline to reveal cards from the
past, present and future. The most recent items for the user will reside closest to the home screen (“OK Glass” menu
with clock). The home screen is the default screen users will be greeted with when they wake up the Glass device,
and it provides system-wide voice and touch commands for users to start other pieces of Glassware. Users can wake
up the device either by tapping the touchpad or by looking up at a 30 degree angle. Cards to the left of the home
screen are events that are happening now (e.g., weather or calendar events), while cards to the right are events from
the past. Cards from the past are always static cards and will get pushed further to the back as newer cards are
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inserted, until they are automatically removed when they are older than 7 days. Cards from the present and future
section can be static or live cards and will display information that is relevant to the user right now. At the end of the
present and future timelines, the last card encountered is the device settings card. This is where system-wide Glass
settings can be changed. Finally users can interact with cards using menu items. Menu items are meant to carry out
actions like sharing information or dismissing cards (Figure 4).

Figure 3: The Glass Timeline

Figure 4: Sample menu items
Glass supports two card types: static and live. Static cards serve a very simple purpose, and that is to
display to the user chunks of information via text, image or video and are not intended to be updated at all once
consumed by the user. The purpose of live cards is to be updated frequently with data from real-time events or user
data, for example, a weather application like the Google Now weather card shown in Figure 5. Live cards also have
access to data that can come from the accelerometer and GPS, which is not possible for static cards. The benefit of
live cards is that the code behind the cards is always running so users can do other activities while the live card is
running in the background waiting for the user to come back to it.

Figure 5: Google Now weather card
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A final “card type” is an “immersion”. An immersion allows developers to take over the entire timeline interface.
Immersion runs outside of the timeline which allows for full control of the UI and any user input. An example of
where a developer might want to control the full user experience could be for a game like the word jumble game
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Word Jumble game using immersion
The second feature given to developers by the GDK is that of the touch gesture detector. While Android
has always had gesture detection, Google has improved the gesture detector to make handling the most common
touch gestures, like tapping, swiping and scrolling on Glass easier to capture and act upon. Developers can set up
event handlers that respond to built-in gestures. Currently, if a developer would like to use a custom touch gesture,
the Android SDK will have to be used instead. There is also no support for hand gestures in front of the camera.
The final feature provided by the GDK is the voice interface. The voice API in the GDK allows developers
to create voice triggers to start Glassware from the main ‘OK Glass’ screen with ease. The voice API only allows for
starting a Glassware application and does not allow for creating voice triggers within an application. To use the
voice API a developer will have to create an XML resource for the voice trigger then associate that voice trigger
with the desired activity within the manifest file. If a user speaks the voice trigger, the voice API will detect this and
start the associated activity.

Exploration of Google Glass
The focus of this project was to explore the Google Glass platform and discover what sorts of problems,
new and old, could be solved using this new platform. The project started by taking a look at what was already
created on the platform by Google and third-parties, which then lead to an in-depth look at what could be done as a
developer on the platform via the Google Development Kit (GDK). With any new revolutionary product, there are
so many use cases that are discovered beyond the original intention of the product and that discovery was one of the
main motivations for this project. Our research question was could a product like Google Glass really be used to
improve the lives of the everyday consumers and the lives of professionals by being a hands-free wearable
technology solution?
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Development on Glass
Several sample applications were created using the GDK to test the camera functions, voice/gesture
commands, card scrolling, and using the accelerometer for nodding up/down or left/right. One problem that was
encountered was gaining full control of camera actions, which has since been made easier with the recent release of
the ‘GDK Preview’. Another problem encountered was using voice triggers within the Glassware live cards. The
only way at the time to do this was to create listeners for each activity that needed to be controlled using voice
triggers which caused other issues when switching between cards in the application. To date the newer process of
adding voice triggers has not been tested but from reviewing the documentation it does not require a listener be
created for each card that requires voice interaction. It will now mimic in code how one would handle slide and tap
gestures on a card.

Sample Application
The project began with a simple use case that drove the exploration of the Glass platform. The use case was
the main driver, but leads to other possible ideas as to how the device could be used in the real world.
Use Case: IVPrep
A pharmacist technician has to fill many orders for dozens of customers each
day and they must ensure that each order is properly filled so as not to do harm
to customers they are intending to help. All filled order must be reviewed by a
head pharmacist in order to ensure the orders are filled correctly. This can cause
a backlog as there may be many orders to review for a single head pharmacist.
A solution to handle this use case was to begin taking photos of each completed order so the head
pharmacist would be able to review all orders in one location without having to locate each order. The problem with
this approach is that the pharmacist technician cannot easily take photos of each completed order due to working in a
clean zone and touching a camera with their hands would require them to re-sanitize between each order. The
Google Glass device can take pictures and can be controlled in a hands-free manner. A hands-free situation is one
key distinguishing feature between Glass and a traditional smart phone.
An IVPrep Glassware application was created to fill this need. The application starts by using the voice
command ‘Patient’ which then prompts the user to say the patient they would like to view or the user can simply say
‘Patient John Doe’. Patient order information is fetched from a database stored in the cloud. Once the information is
retrieved the patient name, and other necessary information are displayed along with the patient order on a live card.
Once displayed the user can keep this card as the current home card until he/she has completed filling the order.
When the order is filled the user wakes up the Glass device and will then say ‘Capture’ to turn on the camera. The
user will be shown a preview of what they are about to take a picture of so they can align the order perfectly. Once
the user is ready they will say ‘Yes’ to take a picture or ‘No’ to go back to the order page. If they say ‘Yes’ to take a
photo, they will be able to accept the photo that was taken or retake the photo. The last feature has not been built
into the Glassware yet, but it will allow the user to send the image that was taken along with the patient information
to the head pharmacist for review. Overall the process is straightforward and easy to understand, but it is a simple
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example of how the Glass device could be used to improve the process by utilizing its computing power along with
its hands-free capabilities.

Evaluation
Google Glass development should be familiar to anyone with a foundation of developing on Android.
Other ancillary issues raised during development were those caused by the fact that the hardware and GDK are still
in their early versions. It was difficult to differentiate if something was not working because it was not implemented
correctly or if it was a bug of the platform. During the development, both instances occurred many times. Another
problem was the lack of documentation. Many times, problems were encountered that were not addressed in the
developer documentation. Significant time was spent searching and hoping another Google explorer had run across
the issue and posted a solution. However, these issues are problems that come with implementing any new
technology. Bugs with the platform are no surprise and are also expected to be handled as Google moves beyond the
GDK Preview and onto the final version.
From a form-factor perspective, wearing the Glass device daily posed its own unique set of problems. The
version of the hardware being used for this project was the second version which included a bit smaller and sleeker
form factor and slightly better battery than the previous version, but even after many hours of use it began to fatigue
the areas where the device rest over the ears and nose. Even if comfort was not an issue Glass still had issues where
the battery never lasted more than 4-5 hours. These are problems for any mobile and can be fixed a number of ways.
When it comes to the comfort component there have been news articles on how Google is working with Oakley and
Ray Ban to improve this experience as well, which will not only be great for how they fit, but also for how they
look. If it is going to be worn on one's face by the mass market, it needs to be designed by someone who is most
likely not an engineer.

Conclusions and Future Work
For the IVPrep application, the next steps are to migrate to the ‘GDK Preview’. A few features still need to
be implemented: notifications for alerting the head pharmacist that a new order is ready for review, and the ability to
manage multiple orders per patient. Also, the main voice trigger needs to be registered with Google and all voice
triggers within the application need to be made more meaningful to the activity they are accomplishing. Finally, if
the application is to be used in an actual pharmacy, the application will need to meet all federal and state regulations.
In its current form, it is tough to recommend Glass to the everyday user as something that would be an
enjoyable experience. When Glass explorers were questioned six months into using the device, it appears that many
of the early supporters of the device found themselves wearing it very rarely. [2] While Glass is a great looking
product it is far from fashionable, which is something a device being worn on the face needs to achieve.
When it comes to recommending the device to the standard consumer for its usefulness the
recommendation is the same. This recommendation could change as more Glassware is released by developers and
the hardware is updated. Currently Glass does not have a killer feature or Glassware that makes it a must-buy for the
standard consumer. One awkward social aspect created by the device is the fact Glass wearers can seem to be
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engaged in a conversation, but yet be looking at the device screen itself. From personal observation it still seems
less awkward to look down at a mobile phone than up at the screen while talking to someone else. Perhaps it will
teach people to use technology at more appropriate times. Social norms aside, there are no features provided by the
device that would cause the average consumer to buy the device and wear it daily.
While the final recommendation for the device may not seem favorable, the future of this device and other
wearable technologies seem promising. When done correctly wearable technology has seen high adoption rates by
consumers, which could mean wearable technology is that next technological revolution.
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